Our focus will be on framing the privacy board position statement. As we have discussed in previous meetings, the purpose of the statement is to:

1) Articulate UCLA's overall position on privacy especially in response to a full range of new and pending legislation as well as general social, government and corporate trends, behaviors and expectations.

2) Establish a position from which UCLA's actions, guidelines and expected behaviors can derive.

The objective for Monday will be to establish primary themes, major components, tone and intensity of the position statement, such that a draft statement can be developed for iteration via email during the summer. The goal is to have the position statement ready for public release at the start of the 06/07 Academic Year.

Christopher Hoofnagle, who recently left the Electronic Privacy Information Center, will be helping us frame major points, meet the goals of Monday’s meeting and draft the position statement.

Chris's biographical information can be found at: http://www.choof.org/#professionalChris Hoofnagle